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2, - the harold weisberg archive - bellah, james warner (septem-ber 14, 1899- ), american novelist, writes:
"james warner bellah was born in new york city, the son of the late james war-ner bellah and har-riet louise
(johnson) bellah. he was edu-cated at wesleyan (middletown, conn.) and columbia uni-versities, b.a. colum-bia
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because on jolson’s recommendation we were given an offer from warner brothers to re-create our original
roles. i came out on a three-week guarantee and i stayed, to my absolute amazement, for thirty-one years.”10
in january 1920, the eighteenth amendment was passed and the manufacturing and selling of alcohol was
prohibited. martin luther king jr., w.e.b. du bois, and attitudes ... - attitudes toward change 147 rights.4
king’s work as an orator is perhaps his most defining characteristic, and his words still act as a pervasive force
when it comes to the empowerment of marginalized groups to this day.5 the speeches he leaves behind act as
“a written record of the man and of what he represented.”6 while the public celebrates king for his most
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emotional drive to strike out and destroy that which kant has made incomprehensible and undefmable: law,
order, knowledge, systems. ... for the past four years back to many members of thea ... - brother
warner 1939-93 many members of thea ssocaiotin would have been shocked to hear of the sudden death of
brother michael warner, the last principal of christian brothers high school, balmain. he died suddenly on 23
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brent, ruby keeler, guy kibbee the quintessential "backstage" musical, 42nd street traces the history of a
broadway musical comedy, from casting call to opening night. warner baxter plays famed director julian
marsh, who despite failing health is determined to stage one last great production. the american library u.s.
consulate general, gemini circle ... - cast: warner baxter, bebe daniels, george brent, ruby keeler, guy
kibbee ... heads a desperate search for clues in a frantic race against time to locate her missing husband. ...
sherwood's beloved play taking a thoroughly human look at the early years of the 16th president of u.s.a, the
button-down mind of bob newhart - loc - area dj, who later recommended newhart to a friend of his,
james conkling, the president of the recently-formed warner brothers records. conkling was on the look out for
new talent and, after hearing a newhart recording, signed him to his nascent record label to make a stand-up
comedy album.
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